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ABSTRACT 
A derivation in a phrase-structure grammar is said to be k-bounded if each word 
in the derivation contains at most k occurrences of nonterminals. A set L is said to be 
derivation bounded if there exists a phrase-structure grammar G and a positive integer k
such that L is the set of words in the language generated by G which have some 
k-bounded erivation. The main result is that every derivation-bounded s t is a context- 
free language. Various characterizations of the derivation-bounded languages are 
then given. For example, the derivation-bounded languages coincide with the standard 
matching-choice s ts discussed by Yntema. They also coincide with the smallest 
family of sets containing the linear context-free languages and closed under arbitrary 
substitution, a family discussed by Nivat. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [6] the authors studied sets generated by the imposition of certain restrictions 
on the use of the rewriting rules in a phrase-structure grammar. The present paper 
is related to [6] in that again we examine sets generated by derivations in a phrase- 
structure grammar which are restricted. In particular, call a derivation "k-bounded" 
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if each word in the derivation contains at most k occurrences of nonterminals. For a 
given grammar G and a positive integer k, letLk(G) denote those words in the language 
generated by G which have at least one k-bounded erivation. Such sets Lk(G ) are 
called "derivation bounded" and are the objects of study in the paper. 
A nonterminal bounded grammar [1] is a context-free grammar G for which there 
exists a positive integer k such that ever), derivation in G is k-bounded. Since such 
grammars define the family of ultralinear languages [5], every ultralinear language is 
a derivation-bounded set (but not conversely). Thus the definition of derivation- 
bounded set extends that of ultralinear language in two ways. Firstly, arbitrary phrase- 
structure grammars (not just context-free grammars) are considered. And secondly, 
the set of all words generated by some k-bounded erivation is considered. 
The main result is that every derivation-bounded set is a context-free language. 
In case G is a context free grammar, it is not surprising that L~(G) is a context-free 
language for every k. (In fact, a simpler argument can be given in this case than the 
one given in the paper for an arbitrary phrase-structure grammar.) It is somewhat 
unexpected, however, that for every phrase-structure g ammar G and every integer k, 
the set L~(G) is context-free. Other interesting results give equivalent characterizations 
of the family of derivation-bounded languages and suggest that this is a natural family 
of languages. 
The paper is divided into four sections. In section one the family of derivation- 
bounded sets is introduced and its study reduced to the study of the sets generated 
by k-bounded derivations in a "weighted context-free grammar." (A "weighted 
context-free grammar" is a context-free grammar in which every nonterminal is 
assigned apositive integer as its weight. A "k-bounded erivation" in such a grammar 
is a derivation in each word of which the sum of the weights of all the occurrences of
nonterminals i  bounded by k.) 
In Section 2 a certain family of derivations, the family of "standard erivations," 
in a weighted context-free grammar is examined. It is shown that every word in the 
set generated by a weighted context-free grammar is generated by some standard 
derivation. Furthermore, a unique factorization of standard erivations as composites 
of "minimal" standard erivations i established. 
In Section 3 notation and terminology are introduced which provide a description 
of the "weights" of various subwords of words in standard derivations. The main 
result of the section is a technical one relating various weights in a standard erivation. 
In Section 4 the technical results of the earlier sections are used to construct a 
context-free grammar generating Lk(G ). Thus the main result, namely that L~(G) is 
context free for every G and every k, is obtained. Various characterizations of the 
family of derivation-bounded languages are then presented. One of these characterizes 
the family as generated by "nonexpansive" context-free grammars, a concept 
introduced elsewhere [10] in another connection. A consequence of this character- 
ization is that the family is a proper subfamily of the family of all context-free languages. 
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Another characterization shows the family as the smallest family containing all linear 
languages and closed under arbitrary substitution, a family discussed in [9]. As a 
consequence of this characterization, it follows that the family is a (full) AFL .  This, 
in turn, implies that it is undecidable whether an arbitrary context-free language is 
derivation bounded. 
1. DERIVATION-BouNDED SETS 
In an earlier paper [5] we discussed the family of languages generated by non-  
terminal bounded grammars. Such grammars G = (V, 27, P, a) are context-freO and 
have the property that there exists a positive integer k such that if ~ = zv o =~ ... =~ wt,  
with w~ in X*, then each go~ contains at most k occurrences of elements of V --  2:. 
In  the present paper we extend this family of sets in two ways: (a) We allow G to be an 
arbitrary phrase-structure grammar, and (b) we consider those words w in X* for 
which there is at least one derivation as described above. In this section we reduce 
consideration of such phrase-structure grammars to consideration of "weighted" 
context-free grammars. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (V, 27, P, v) be a phrase-structure grammar and k a 
positive integer. A derivation w 1 ~ ... ~ wt is said to be k-bounded if each w i contains 
at most k occurrences of elements of V - -  27. Let Lk(G) be the set of those words w in 
L(G) for which there exists a k-bounded erivation 
( I  z WO ~ . . ,  :z~ W t ~ gO. 
A set L C 27* is said to be derivation bounded if L = Lk(G) for some phrase-structure 
grammar G and some positive integer k. 
It  is clear that LI(G ) C_L2(G ) C_ ... C_L(G) and that L(G) = U~=ILk(G). 
EXAMPLE. Let G = (V, s P,  a), where 27 = {a, b}, V = X w {a}, and 
P = {a --~ aa~, a -+ b). Let {w~},~>l be the sequence of words defined inductively 
by w I = b and wi+~ = aw,w~. Then it is easy to see that for all n > 1, w, is in 
L~(G)- -L ,_a(G ). Therefore, L~( G) :/= L( G) for each n (and also L~( G) :7~ L,,( G) 
for n :~ m). Additionally, L~(G) is finite for every n >/ 1. 
Observe that if G is nonterminal  bounded, z then there exists k such that 
L(G) = Lk(G). This  raises the question as to whether every derivat ion-bounded setis 
1 The reader is referred to [3] for all undefined terms and symbolism. 
A context-free grammar G = (V, 27, P, o) is said to be nonterminal bounded [1] if there 
exists a positive integer m such that for any word w in V* such that a ~ w there exists at most m 
occurrences of symbols of V -- 27 in w. A set generated by some nonterminal bounded grammar 
is called an ultralinear language [5]. 
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ultralinear. An example is now provided to show that this is not so. It was noted in [5] 
that the context-free languageL(G) ~ (L'c)* is not ultralinear, where G = (V, Z, P, a), 
Z = {a, b, c,}, V = Z W {or, ~}, P = {a -~ ~ca, a --~ E, ~ --+ a~b, ~ ~ ~}, and 
L' ~ {a~b~/n >/0}. Since every leftmost derivation in G is 2-bounded, L2(G ) = L(G). 
Thus, L2(G ) is a derivation-bounded setwhich is not ultralinear. 
We now introduce an auxiliary concept with which we shall be concerned. 
DEFINITION. A weighted context-free grammar is a 5-tuple G = (V, Z, P, c~, p), 
where (V, Z, P, a) is a context-free grammar and p, called the weight function, is a 
mapping of V - -  Z into the positive integers. 
The relations => and ~ are defined for a weighted context-free grammar as in a 
context-free grammar, and L(G) is defined as the set {w in Z*/o w}. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (V, Z, P, a, p) be a weighted context-free grammar. Let 
p(a) = 0 for each a in 27, p(r = 0, and for each w in V*, let p(w), called the weight of w, 
be ~=1 p(xi) where w = x 1 ... xr ,  each x i in V. 
Each context-free grammar may be regarded as a weighted context-free grammar 
in which each element of V - -  Z has weight one. In this case, the weight of each word 
is the number of occurrences of variables in it. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (V, Z, P, a, p) be a weighted context-free grammar and k a 
positive integer. A derivation w 1 ~ ... ~ w, in G is said to be k-bounded if p(wi) ~ k 
for each w i . Let L~(G) be the set of those words w in L(G) for which there exists a 
k-bounded erivation ~ = w 0 =~ "- =~ w, ---- w. 
It is clear that 
Ll(a) CL~(G) C .-. cUa  ) 
and that L(G) = (.3~=1 L~(G). Furthermore, Lk(G ) as defined for weighted context-free 
grammars generalizes the previously defined Lk(G) for context-free grammars. 
Our interest in weighted context-free grammars is due to the following result. 
LEMMA 1. ]. For every phrase-structure grammar G and every positive integer k there 
is a weighted context-free grammar G' k such that Lk( G ) = Lk( G~). 
Proof. Let G = (V, Z, P, a). For each non-E word u in (V - -  Z)* of length ~ k, 
let ~u be a distinct symbol and let V' ~ Z u {~u/all u}. Define a weight function p 
by P(~:u) ~ l u ] for each ~:u. Let P' consist of the following productions (where j,  
(u, ui) , v i , and (wl,  w.z) denote arbitrary positive integers, pairs of non-r words in 
(V - -  Z)* of length ~ k, non-E words in Z*, and arbitrary pairs of words in (V - -  Z)* 
such that [ WxUW 2 ] ~ k, respectively): 
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(1) If u --- e is in P, let r --~ ~:,o~w, be in P'.  
(2) If u -~ v 1 is in P, let r - -~  ~WlVl~W2 be in P'. 
(3) If u -~ u I is in P and [ WiUlW 2 I ~ k, let ~tuw 2--* ~wlulw, be in P'.  
(4) If u - -~  V lU  1 " ' "  v ju jv j+  1 is in P, let ~uw,  --~ ~wlVt~,xv2 "'" ~,~v~+i~w~ be in P'.  
(5) I f  u-- , .u lv  2 ' ' 'u~( j~2)  is in P and [wtu 1[ ~k  and [u~w2] ~k,  let 
~,~,~ --~ ~,~,xv2~,,~v~ "" v~,~w, be in P' .  
(6) I fu - -+uav, ' "  ujvj+ 1 is in P and ] WaU a [ ~ k, let ~.t~., --~ ~=w~ v2~, "'" ~:~vJ+l~o, 
be in P' .  
(7) If u -~ vlulv2 "" u s is in P and [ u~w~ ] ~ k, let ~,~o~ -~ ~o~v~,,lV2 "'" v~,, w~ 
be in P'.  
Then G~ : (V', 2~, P', a, p) is a weighted context-free grammar and, as is easily 
seen, L , (  G) : L~( G~). 
Note that the weighted context-free grammar G~ has the property that there is a 
one to one correspondence b tween all derivations in G~ and those derivations in G 
in which each subword of variables in each word of the derivation is of length at most k. 
In particular, L(G~) is the set of words in 27* which can be derived in G (from ~) by 
such derivations. This yields 
COROLLARY. Let G = (V, ~, P, ~) be a phrase-structure grammar and k a positive 
integer. The set @al l  words w in 27* with the following propertv is a context-free language: 
There exists a derivation a = w o ~ ... =~ wt = w such that each word of (V  - -  S )*  
which is a subword of some wi is of length at most k. 
It seems reasonable to consider nonterminal bounded phrase-structure grammars ~.
If G is such a phrase-structure grammar and k is such that ~ ~ w in G implies w 
contains at most k occurrences of variables, then the grammar G~ is also nonterminal 
bounded and L(G)  = L(G~). Therefore languages generated by nonterminal bounded 
phrase-structure grammars are ultralinear. 
Remark. One could extend the notion of a phrase-structure grammar to that of 
a weighted phrase-structure grammar in the obvious way. With this extension, 
Lemma 1.1 would be valid if the phrase-structure grammar G in its statement were 
replaced by a weighted phrase-structure grammar G. The lemma has been stated for 
the case when the weights are one since our primary interest in this paper is in phrase- 
structure and context-free grammars, not weighted phrase-structure grammars. We 
consider weighted context-free grammars only as a tool in studying phrase-structure 
grammars. 
The definition of nonterminal bounded for a phrase-structure grammar is the same as 
for a context-free grammar. 
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2. STANDARD DERIVATIONS 
In this section we study derivations in weighted context-free grammars. We first 
define the concept of a "standard erivation." Then we show that it is possible to 
rearrange the productions used in any derivation of a terminal word to obtain a 
standard erivation of that word. Furthermore, if the original derivation is k-bounded 
for some k /> 1, then so is the rearranged one. (Thus the set L~(G) consists of words 
derivable by some k-bounded standard erivation in G.) Finally, we establish a unique 
factorization of standard erivations as composites of "minimal" standard erivations. 
Let G = (V, 27, P, a, p) be a weighted context-free grammar and let w 0 be a word 
in V* with a factorization w0 = vlu~~ . . . . .  ~ ,c~ where s >~ 1, v~ is in 27* for 
1 ~ j ~< s + 1, and u~ ~ is in V* for 1 ~< j ~< s. As is known [3], given a derivation 
W 0 =~>  9  ~ W t 
there are induced factorizations w i = vlu~~ .'. vSu~~ such that, for each i, 
0~i~t - -1 ,  and j ,  0~<j~s ,  either u~ ~ =u~ *+~' or u~ ~ *+1~. Thus for 
each j,  the distinct words u~ ~ form a corresponding derivation u~ ~ :~ ... ~ u~ ~ 
DEFINITION. Let w o =~ ""~ w, be a derivation such that p(w, )< p(Wo). Let 
w o ~- Vl~aV ~ ." v,~sv~+a be a faetorization such that s ~ 1, vj is in 27* for 1 ~ j ~ s + 1, 
and ~j is in V - -  27 for 1 ~ j  ~ s. For 0 ~ i ~ t let w~ = VlU[~ ... vsuts~ be 
the induced factorization. Since p(wt) < p(Wo), there exist integers j, 1 ~ j ~ s, such 
that p(uJ ~ < p(~). Hence there is a smallest integer io, 0 ~ i 0 ~ t, such that for 
some Jo, 1 ~ Jo ~ s, p(U}~oO) ) < P(~:Jo)" In this ease ~0 is called the distinguished 
variable of Wo in the derivation 4 and wio is called the distinguisher of w 0 in the 
derivation. 
In a derivation w o ~ .-. =~ w~, with p(w,) < p(w0), if r is an integer such that 
p(w~) < p(wo), then the distinguisher of w o (under a given factorization) in the 
derivation wo ~ "" ~ wt is in the subderivation w 0 :~ "" ~ wr and is the distinguisher 
of w o in this subderivation. Furthermore, the distinguished variable of w o in the 
original derivation is also the distinguished variable of zo o in the subderivation. 
DEFINITION. Let w o :~ "" ~ wt,  t >~ 1, be a derivation, with p(wt) < p(w,) for 
each i, 0 ~ i < t. The derivation is said to be standard at wi for 0 ~ i < t if wi+l is 
obtained from w, by applying a production to the distinguished variable of w, in the 
subderivation wi ~ .." ~ w, .5 The derivation is said to be standard if it is standard 
atw i fo reach i ,0~<i<t .  
To be precise, we should actually say that this occurrence of ~Jo is the occurrence of the 
distinguished variable of zo o in the derivation. 
5 For each i < t, w~ has a unique factorization i the definition of distinguished variable of w,. 
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It follows from the definition that if w 0 ~ wt ~ .." =~ wt, t >~ 2, is a standard 
derivation, then w a ~ "" ~ w, is a standard erivation. 
We now show how to rearrange the productions in an arbitrary derivation of a 
terminal word to obtain a standard erivation of the same word. 
LEM~ 2.1. Let w o ~ ." =~ wg , t ~ 1, be a derivation with p(wt) < p(w~) for all 
i, 0 ~ i < t. Suppose that for some r, 0 ~ r < t, and all i, 0 ~ i < r, the derivation 
is standard at w i . Suppose that p(wi) >/p(Wo) for each i, 0 ~ i ~ r. Let w o = u~u', 
where u and u' are in V* and ~ is the distinguished variable of w o . Then for each i, 
0 ~ i ~ r, wi ~ uu (i) u ' for  some u(i) and the distinguished variable ofw~ is in u(r). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on r. I f  r = 0, then there is nothing to prove. 
Assume that r > 0 and the result is valid for r - -  1. Then wi = uu(~ ' for all i, 
0 ~ i ~ r - -  1, and the distinguished variable of wr_ 1 is in u (~-t). Since the derivation 
is standard at w~_ 1 , w~ = uumu ", where u (r-l~ ~ u (~). It  only remains to verify that 
the distinguished variable of w~ is in u (~). 
Assume the distinguished variable of w~ is not in u (~) but is in u or u'. 
Let w o -~ vt~ 1 ... v~svs+l,  each vi in 2~*, and each ~j in V -  Z'. Let ~7: be the 
distinguished variable of w o . For each i, let w~ = vxu(t i) . . . . . . .  ~(~)~ be the induced 
factorization. Then w~. = viu~ r~ . . . . . . .  ~s~(~)~ with u~ ) = u m and u~ r) -~ ~ for i 5z~ k. 
By assumption, the distinguished variable of w, is ~m for some m, m @ k. Let wq be 
the distinguisher of wr.  Then p(~,,) > p(u~)), p(~j) ~< p(u} q)) for j =7~ m, j =/: k, and 
;Uln)~ p(u(~ )) < p(u(ff'). Furthermore, for all n, r < n < q, p (~)  ~< Pt m ,, P(~) ~< P(u~ ")) 
for j =/= m, j =7~ k, and p(u~ ) <~ p(u~m). Thus wq is the distinguisher of w0, and ~m, 
m =7~ k, is the distinguished variable of w 0 . This is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let w o =~ ... ~ w t , w t in X*, be a derivation such that for some r, 
0 <~ r < t, the derivation is standard at wl for all i, 0 <~ i < r. Then a derivation 
! t w~ = w,  ~ "" =~ w, = w, can be found, using the same productions with the same 
frequency as in wr ~ "'" ~ wt , such that w~ = wi for 0 <~ i <~ r and the derivation 
w' o ~ "" =~ w; is standard at wi for all i, 0 ~ i ~ r. Furthermore, if, for some k, the 
derivation w o =~ ... ~ w~ is k-bounded, then the derivation w' o ~ ...=~ w~ is also 
k-bounded. 
Proof. Let w~ = v~ "" v~v~+~,  with ~ in V - -  X for 1 ~ j ~ s and v~ in X* 
for 1 ~ j~s+l .  For r ~ i~t ,  let wi=vtu~ ~ be the induced 
factorization. Let ~'o be the distinguished variable of w~ and let %,  where r < q ~ t, 
be the distinguisher of w~ in w~ ~ ... ~ w~. Using the productions occurring in 
wr ~ "'" ~ w~ and with the same frequency in the same relative order where possible, 
we obtain an integer p, r < p ~ q, and a derivation w~ ~- w' r ~ ... ~ w'q -~ Wq with 
the following property: For r ~ i ~ q let w~ = v~u~ (i) .'. %u's(~)v,+~ be the induced 
factorization. Then the productions are first applied to some variable in us (i~ for all i, 
r ~ i < p, and then applied to variables in u~ i), j ~ Jo, for all i, p ~ i < q. 
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! ! t Let w~ = w~ if i ~< r or i ~ q. We shall show that w 0 =~ "" =~ wt has the desired 
properties9 To prove that the derivation w o ~ "" ~ w't is standard at w~ for all i, 
0 ~< i ~< r, it suffices to verify that for each i, 0 ~ i ~< r, the distinguished variable 
of w' i in the derivation w~ ~ "9 ~ w~ is also the distinguished variable of wi in the 
derivation wi ~" "'" ~ wt 9 Thus let i be given, 0 ~< i ~ r. Let wi' ~ be the distinguisher 
of w~ in the derivation w' i ~ ... ~ w'~. Several cases arise. 
(~) Suppose i < i o <~ r. Since w'j = w~ for 0 ~ j ~ r, wio obviously is the 
distinguisher of wi in wi ~ "'" ~ w~, and wi and w' i have the same distinguished 
variable. 
(./3) Suppose r < i 0 < p. This case cannot occur because of the way the w~, 
r < j < p, have been defined. 
(7) Suppose io ~ p. Since i o ~ p, p(ws)>~ p(w'i) for each j,  i ~ j ~ r. Let 
w~ ~ wi ~- u(u ' ,  where ~ is the distinguished variable of wi 9 By Lemma 2.1 applied 
to the derivation w i =~ "" ~ wt ,  w~ -~ uu(J)u ' for each j,  i ~ j ~ r, and the distin- 
guished variable of Wr is in u (r). From the way the derivation w~ =~ ... ~ w~ was 
defined, it follows that w~ = uu(p)u' for some u (~). Suppose i 0 : p. Then p(u (~) < p(~), 
so that ~ is the distinguished variable of w~. Suppose i0 ~ q. Since wj = w~ for 
j ~ q, w/o = wio and ~ is the distinguished variable in w'~ =~ ... =~ w'~. Suppose 
p < i 0 < q and ~ is not the distinguished variable of w~. Then w' i = yvy' ,  with v the 
distinguished variable of w~. Either yv is an initial subword of u or vy' is a terminal 
subword of u'. Assume the former, an analogous argument holding if the latter. 
Then wr ~ yvz  for some z, and the distinguished variable ~so of wr is in z. Let 
wi'o ~ YtY2Y~ be the induced factorization by w' i ~ yvy'  in the derivation w' i ~ ... ~ w~ . 
Then p(y~) <~ p(v). From the definition of p and the fact that wq is the distinguisher 
of w~ it follows that the production applied at w~_ 1 is also applied at w' Since the , :o - -1"  
productions occurring in w r ~ ... ~ wq,  with the same frequency and in the same 
t relative order, are used to derive w'~ =~ .-. ~ wq, there exists some i 1 , r < i 1 < q, 
such that wix = y~y~z2 for some z2, is the induced factorization by w~ = yvz.  Since 
p(v) < P(Y2), wq cannot be the distinguisher of w~, a contradiction. 
To show that the new derivation is k-bounded if the original one is, we prove that 
for each i, 0 ~< i ~< t, there is k(i), 0 ~ k(i) ~ t, such that p(w'i) <~ p(wk(o). In case 
i ~ r or i ~ q, let k(i) = i. In case r < i < q, let k(i), r ~ k(i) < q, be the integer 
such that the occurrence of the production used to obtain w' i from w'i_ ~ is the occurrence 
of the production used to obtain w~(i) from we(~)_~ If r < i ~ p, then u I~(i~) = u '~o 
9 So ~o 
and, for j =7/= Jo, u~ (i} = ~ 9 Since ~o is the distinguished variable of wr and wq is the 
distinguisher of w~, p(u~ ~(i))) ~ p(~)  ~ p(u'/i)) for j 3& Jo- In this case, therefore, 
p(w'~) <~ p(wk(~))- I fp  < i < q, then u'(i),o = u(q',o ' whence p(u;~') = p(u~o) ) < t-, So ,, 
and u~ (i) = u} ~(~)~ for j :/: Jo. Therefore p(w'i) < p(w~(i)) in this case, and the proof 
is complete. 
Using the previous lemma we obtain 
57 xlz/3-z 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let  w o ~ "" ~ w, be a der ivat ion wi th  wt in ~* .  Then there is a 
s tandard  der ivat ion w o = w'o => "'" => w~ = w, . Furthermore,  if, fo r  some k, the original 
der ivat ion is k-bounded,  then the new der ivat ion is k-bounded. 
Proof.  By Lemma 2.2 and induct ion on r, 0 ~< r < t, it fol lows that there exists a 
derivation % = w~o ~ ~ --. ~ w~ ~) = wt ,  k-bounded if w o =~ ..- ~ w, is k-bounded, 
which is standard at wi for each i, 0 ~< i ~< r. Then  wo "-a~ ~ --- ~ w~ t-l) is a standard 
derivation satisfying the theorem. 
Given a weighted context-free grammar,  the last result shows that in considering 
derivations of terminal words, we may restrict ourselves to standard derivations. 
The  next result shows that standard derivations can be composed to yield a standard 
derivation. 
THEO~M 2.2. Let  w o ~ "" ~ wt  be a der ivat ion such that  p(w,)  < p(w~) fo r  al l  j ,  
0 ~ j < t. Le t  r be an integer, 0 < r < t, such that  p(wr) < p(wi) fo r  al l  i, 0 ~ i < r. 
Then the der ivat ion is a s tandard der ivat ion i f  and  only i f  both o f  the subder ivat iom 
w o :~ ... =~ w r and  wr :> "'" :~ w, are s tandard derivations. 
Proof.  Since p(w,) < p(wi) for each i, 0 ~ i < r, it follows that for each k, 
0 ~ k < r, the distinguished variable of w e in the derivation wk :> "'" ~ wt is also 
the distinguished variable of w~ in the subderivation wk ~ "'" ~ wr 9 Therefore for 
each k, 0 ~ k < t, the derivation zo o =~ -.. =~ w, is standard at wk if and only if either 
(a) k < r and the subderivation wo =~ ... :> wr is standard at wk, or (b) k >/ r  and 
the subderivation wr ~ ... ~ w~ is standard at wk 9 This  gives the result. 
DEFINITION. A derivation w o ~ . "  ~ w, is called a standard block if it is a standard 
derivation such that p(wi) >/p(Wo) for each i, 0 ~ i < t. 
Suppose w o :~ "" :> w t is a standard block. Then  w, is the distinguisher of w o . 
Futhermore,  for each j ,  0 < j < t, since p(wj) >~ p(wo), the subderivation 
w o =~ ... => w~ is not a standard derivation. Hence a standard block is a "min imal"  
standard derivation. 
It  follows from Theorem 2.2 that a composite of standard derivations is a standard 
derivation. We shall prove that each standard derivation is a unique composite of 
standard blocks. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let  w o => "" =~ wt  be a s tandard der ivat ion and  let wq be the dist in- 
guisher o f  w o . Then  q is the unique integer such that  w o => ... ~ wq is a s tandard  block. 
Proof.  Since w o ~ ... ~ w, is standard, q is the smallest integer such that 
p(wq) < p(wo). By Theorem 2.2, w o ~ "" => wq is a standard derivation. Clearly it is 
a standard block. To  complete the proof  it suffices to show that there is no other 
standard block w 0 ~ ..- ~ w~,. Thus  suppose that w 0 ~ ... =~ wq, is a standard block. 
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Then p(wa.) < p(Wo), so that q ~< q' by the minimality of q. Since p(w~) >~ p(Wo) 
for 0 ~< i < q', q' ~ q. Therefore q' = q, so there is no other standard block. 
THEOREM 2.39 Each standard derivation is a unique composite o f  standard blocks. 
Proof. Let w o ~ ... ~ wt be a standard erivation and let W,,o, ~')~1 . . . . .  ~gflq~ : wt 
be defined as follows. Let w~o = w o and for each j >~ 1 let win. be the distmguisher 
of w,~_~. By induction, Lemma 2.3, and Theorem 2.2, it follo~vs that w~, = w~ for 
some r, and that 
WmO :~> . . .  :~  Wml  , . . . ,  Wmj_  1 ~ . . .  ~ W~,r~j ~ . . . ,  ZOmr_  1 ~ . .  9 :~  ZOn~ r
is a unique factorization of w o ~ ... ~ wt into standard blocks. 
If we regard a standard block as a "prime" (or "irreducible") standard erivation, 
then Theorem 2.3 gives a unique factorization of any standard derivation into 
"primes." The next result concerns how "primes" multiply. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let  w o = w'ow o . A derivation w o :~ ... ~ wt is a standard block i f  
and only i f  either (a) there is a standard block w o ~ .' .  ~ w~ such that  w~ = w',w o for  
a H t tt 
each i, 0 ~ i ~ t, or (b) there is a standard block w o ~ ...  ~ w t such that w i = WoW i 
for  each i, O ~ i <~ t. 
Proof. Let w o ~ ".. ~ wt be a standard block and let wi = w'iw'~ be the induced 
factorization for 0 ~ i ~< t. By Lemma 2.1, if the distinguished variable of Wo is 
in w~ (or in wo), then the distinguished variable of w, for 0 ~< i ~ t is in w~ (or in w~). 
tt t t t Therefore w~'=w 0 (or w i=w~)  for 0 ~ i~t ,  so that w o=>- - .~w~ (or 
w 0 ~ "" ~ w~) is a standard block such that w, = w~w o (or w, = W'oW~) for 0 ~< i ~ t. 
Hence either (a) or (b) holds. 
Conversely, if either (a) or (b) is satisfied, it is trivial that w 0 ~ ... => wt is a standard 
block. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let  w o = xoa ..- Xo,k, where Xo, ~ is in V*  fo r  each j ,  1 <~ j ~ k. 
A derivation w o =~ " .  => w, is a standard block i f  and only i f  there exist j ,  1 <~ j ~ k, 
and a standard block xo. j => ... ~ xt. j such that w i = xo. 1 ... xo.~_lXi.jXo.j+ 1 ... xo, ~ for  
each i, O <~ i ~ t. 
Proof. Since the "if" is obvious, it suffices to show the "only if." The argument is
by induction on k. For k = 1, the "only if" is clearly true. Assume that k > 1 and 
that the "only if" is valid for k - -1 .  Let w o=xo,  1 and w o =Xo. 2...xo, k. By 
t ! Lemma 2.4, either there exists a standard block w o ~- . .  => w, such that 
' " ' " " such that w~ = w~wo ~- WiXo. 2 ...  xo. ~ or there exists a standard block w 0 =~ -.. =~ w,
t t  
wi = WoW" ~= Xo.xW i . In the former case, let j = 1 and xr 1 = wi, thereby obtaining 
the result9 Consider the latter case. By the induction hypothesis on the standard 
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t t  t t  t t  block w 0 ~ " "~ w,,  where w o = Xo, 2 ... Xoar there exist j, 2 ~<j ~ k, and a 
standard block Xo,s => "'" :> xt,j with the desired properties. This completes the 
induction and the proof. 
COROLLARY. Let  Wo = v1~1 "'" v~vs+l ,  s >~ 1, each vi in X*  and each ~ in 
V - -  Z.  The standard blocks of  a standard derivation w o ~ ... => wt give rise, in the 
obvious way,  to the standard blocks of  the induced derivation ~ = wj, o ~ "" ~ wj.t~ 
for  each ~j .  
Proof. Let wi ~ "'" ~ wi, be a standard block and wi ~ vlu(1 i) "'" vsu~)V~+l the 
induced factorization. By Theorem 2.4, with k = 2s + 1, there exist j, 1 ~< j <~ s, 
and a standard block u~ ~) ~ "" => u~ i') such that 
- *.(i) 73juJq)vj+l . . . -  u(i)T) . Wq = vl,, x " "u j - l ( i )  "% , s+l 
for each q, i ~ q <~ i'. This gives the result. 
3. CONTROL FUNCTIONS 
In this section we introduce notation and concepts that allow us to consider standard 
derivations tarting with w -~ vl~ 1 "" vs(sv~+l in which the weights of the words 
derived from each ~:j, 1 ~ j ~ s, satisfy suitable restrictions. 
DEFINITION. Given s /> 1, denote by fl = (/3(1) ..... fl(s)) an s-tuple of nonnegative 
integers. Let ~< be the partial order in the set of such s-tuples defined by t3 ~< fl' 
if/3(j) <~ fl '( j)  for each j, 1 ~< j ~< s. The weight ]/3 ] of fl is defined as the integer 
Z~=l 3(J). 
Thus ]/3 I >~ 0, and 13 I ~ 0 if and only if/3 = (0,..., 0)i Furthermore, 3 ~ 3' 
implies 13] ~ [3' l, and if 3 ~ 3' then /3 < 3' if and only if I3]  < I/3'1. In a 
weighted eontext-free grammar s-tuples arise in the following natural manner. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (V, 27, P, a, p) be a weighted context-free grammar. Given 
a word w in V* and a factorization w ~ vlu 1 "" vsusv~+l, where s >~ 1, vj is in 27* 
for 1 ~ j ~ s + 1, and uj is in V* for 1 ~ j ~ s, let fi(w) be the s-tuple (p(ux),..., p(us) ). 
Note that if w ~ vlu I "" vsusvs+ 1 is as above and if w ~ "" ~ w' is a derivation 
in G, then there is an induced factorization w' = vlu ~ "" v,u'~v~+l which defines an 
s-tuple fl(w') = (p(u~),..., p(u~)). In particular, given a derivation w 0 ~ ." ~ w t in G 
and a factorization of zo o ~- vlu 1 "" vsusvs+l there is defined a sequence fi(wo),...,/3(w,) 
of s-tuples. Restrictions on the weights of subwords of the w, will be expressed in 
terms of fl(wi) using the partial ordering of s-tuples. 
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DEFINITION. Given an s-tuple fl, s ~> 1, a f l -chain B is a simply ordered sequence 
of s-tuples /3 o > ... >f i r  for some r >/0  such that f i0-- /3,  fir =(0 , . . . ,0 ) ,  and 
for each i, 1 ~ i ~ r,/3i-1 and/3i differ in exactly one coordinate. 
Given fi, it is obvious that there are only finitely many/3-chains. If  B is a/3-chain 
/3o .... ,/3r of r -[- l terms, then r ~ ]/3 ] and r is at least as large as the number of 
nonzero coordinates of/3. 
In case s = 1, we denote the 1-tuple (a) by a and observe that I a ] = a. Then an 
a-chain ~/ is  a sequence of integers a - a o > a I > "-" > a r = 0. We shall use .//to 
denote an a-chain and B to denote a/3-chain, where/3 is an s-tuple, s >~ 1. 
DEFINITION. Let w o ~ "." ~ w t be a standard derivation, with w t in 27*. Let 
w o = v l~ 1 ... vs~vs~ 1,  s >/ 1, be a factorization with vj in 27* for 1 ~ j ~ s + 1 
and ~j in V - -27  for 1 ~ j~s .  Let m o -  0 < ' "  <m r = t be such that the 
subderivation w%_ 1 ~ .'- ~ w,~ is a standard block for each j ,  1 ~ j ~ r (as given in 
Theorem 2.3). Then the/3(w0)-chain/30 ..... fir, where/3~ =/3(w,,j) for 0 ~ j ~ r, is 
called the/3(Wo)-chain defined by the s tandard  derivation. 
Note that if /3o ..... fir is the /3(Wo)-chain defined by a standard derivation 
w o ~ ... ~ w,,  then the sequence m o = 0 < rn I ~ "" ~ m r = t has the property 
that for each j ,  rn~ is the smallest integer i with 0 ~ i ~ t such that/35 =/3(wi). 
DEFINITION. Given an s-tuple /3, a ~3-control funct ion  is an ordered pair (B , f ) ,  
where B is a/3-chain/3 =/3  0 ..... f ir, and f is a function from B to the nonnegative 
integers uch thatf(/3o) = t/30 ] andf ( /3 i )  ~ f(/3J) whenever i ~ j .  
Obviouslyf  can be regarded as the sequence of integers I/3 ] = f(/3o) ~ "'" ~:f ( f i r ) .  
Given an s-tuple/3 and a positive integer M, there obviously are only a finite number 
of/3-control functions (B , f )  such that f((0,..., 0)) ~ M. 
We now use fi-control functions in conjunction with standard derivations in a 
particular way. 
DEFINITION. Let w o ~ ... ~ w,  be a standard derivation with wt in Z*. Let 
W O = V l~ 1 " ' "  Vs~sVs+ 1 , S ~ 1, be a factorization, with vj in Z* for 1 ~ j ~ s + 1 
and ~ in V - -  27 for 1 ~ j ~ s. The derivation is said to be control led by a/3(wo)- 
control function (B , f )  if B is the /3(Wo)-chain /3 o ,...,/3r defined by the derivation, 
and if for each j,  0 ~ j ~ r, the subderivation w 0 => ... ~ wm~ isf(/33-)-bounded. 
Since f(/3~-1) ~ f ( f i J )  for 1 ~ j ~ r and p(wo) = f(/3o), the derivation is controlled 
by (B , f )  if and only if p(w~) ~f( /3 j )  for all 1 ~ j ~ r and all i, m~-_ 1 ~ i ~ m s . 
Given a standard derivation w o ~ ... :> wt with w 0 and w, as above let B be the 
/3(Wo)-chain defined by the derivation. Let (B, f )  be the fi(w0)-control function defined 
byf(/3j) = max{p(wi) /O ~ i ~ mj). Then the derivation is controlled by (B , f ) ,  and, 
if it is controlled by any/3(w0)-control function (B ' , f ' ) ,  then B = B' andf(/3i) ~f ' ( /3~)  
for all j ,  0 ~ j ~ r. 
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Given a weighted context-free grammar  G and a positive integer k, in the next 
section we shall construct a context-free grammar G'  such that L(G ' )  = Le(G) .  The 
variables of G'  wil l  be ordered pairs (~:, (A , f ) ) ,  where ~ is a variable of G and (A , f )  
is a p(se)-control function such that f (a i )  ~ k for all i. Corresponding to a product ion 
~: --~ vl~ t -"  %fsv,+ 1of G there will be product ions 
(~, (A , f ) )  -~  va(6 ,  (Am, f ro ) )  "" v~(~ , (A(s ' , f '~) ) )  %+1 
of G'.  We shall introduce another auxi l iary concept, the notion of "dominat ion,"  
in order to make the relation between the sequence {(A(J) , f~))}l~.<, and (A , f )  
precise. 
Assume that w o ~ w 1 ~ "" ~ w t is a standard derivation, with w 0 = ~:, w, in Z*,  
and ~ --+ v l~ 1 "" v ,~s%+l  = w a , s /> 1, each vi in Z'*, and each ~r in V - -  Z'. Suppose 
that  w 1 ~ "" ~ w,~ ,..., w%_~ ~ .." ~ w~,  are the standard blocks of the 
standard derivation w x :~ -.. ~ wt.  I f  p(wl)  ~ p(~), then w 0 => w I =~ ... :~ w,h ,..., 
w%_~ ~ ..- ~ w,n, are the standard blocks of w o ~ "-. ~ wt.  I f  p(wl)  < p(~:), then 
w o :~w 1, w l=>. . .~w~, . . . ,wm_~=>. . .~w~,  are the standard blocks of 
w o ~ ... ::z. wt  9 This  fact will be useful and motivates the fol lowing definition. 
DEFINITION. Let  (A , f )  be an a-control  function, with A having r + I elements, 
r ~ 1. A f l-control function (B, g) is dominated by (A , f )  if either 
(1) B has r + 1 elements, t/3[ /> a, and {/3i] = ai and g(/3i) ~f(a i )  for all 
i>0;  
or  
(2) B has r elements, and [ fl~ [ = ai+ 1 and g(/3i) ~ f (a i+l )  for all i ~> 0. 
For  a given s-tuple/3 and an a-control  function (A , f ) ,  there are only finitely many 
(possibly none) /3-control functions (B ,g )  dominated by (A , f ) .  The next result 
shows how the concept of dominat ion is used. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let  w o = ~: - *  Vx~ t "" %~s%+1 ~ wt  be a product ion  in a weighted 
context- f ree grammar  G = (V,  X,  P ,  o, p), w i th  s >~ 1, each v i  in ~* ,  and  each ~j in 
V - -  Z .  G iven w in S* ,  a der ivat ion w o ~ w I =~ "" ~ wt = w is a s tandard derivat ion 
control led by a p($)-control  funct ion  (A , f )  i f  and only i f  w 1 ~ "" ~ wt is a s tandard 
der ivat ion control led by some f i (wl) -control  funct ion  ( B ,  g) dominated by ( A , f  ). 
Proof.  Assume that w 0 ~ Wl ~ "'" =~ wt = w is a standard derivation controlled 
by (A , f ) .  Let  B be the fl(wl)-chain defined by the standard erivation Wl ~ "'" =~ wt .  
Thus  B is the sequence of s-tuples flo ..... f i r ,  where w I = w,% ~ ... :> w,, 1, 
win,_, ~ "'" :> w~, = w~ are the standard blocks of w a =~ "" =~ wt ,  and fit = f l (w%) 
for each j .  Let  (B, g) be the fl(wa)-control function defined by 
g(fl~-) = max(p(wi)/1 ~< i ~< m~}. 
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As noted earlier, w x ~ -.. ~ wt is controlled by (B, g). To show that (B, g) is domi- 
nated by (A, f ) ,  we distinguish two cases. 
(a) Suppose p(wl) ~ p(Wo). Then the standard blocks of the two standard 
derivations are equal in number, and are identical except for the beginning of the 
first one. Thus [/3~ I = aj and g(BJ) ~ f(aj) for 0 < j ~ r, so that (B, g) is dominated 
by (A,f) .  
(13) Suppose p(wl) < p(Wo). Then A has r + 1 terms. Furthermore, the standard 
blocks of w o => -.. ~ wt consist of w o => w 1 and the standard blocks of w x => -.. =~ wt 9 
Thus a 1 = p(Wx) , so that [ flj [ = a~-+l and g(Bj) ~ f(ai+l)  for all j ,  0 ~ j ~ r, so 
that (B, g) is dominated by (A,f) .  
To see the converse, assume w x ~ -.. =~ wt is a standard erivation controlled by 
some B(wl)-control function (B, g) dominated by some p(~)-control function (A,f) .  
Then w 0 =~ w x :> ... => wt is a standard erivation whose standard blocks are related 
to the standard blocks of w x => ""~ wt as described in (~) and (B) above. If 
p(Wl) ~ p(W0) , then [B a I=  at and g(fl~)<~f(aj) for all j ,  0 ,< j  ~ r. Then 
p(wo) ~ p(wl) ~< g(fl~) ~ f(aj) and p(wi) <~ g(fls) <~ f(a~) for 1 ~ i ~< m~. and 
1 ~ j ~ r. Thus p(wi) <~ f(aj) for all wi in the j th  standard block of w o ~ ... ~ w~. 
If p(wl) < p(Wo) , then [ BJ ] = aj+l and g(fl~) ~ f(aj+l) for all j ,  0 ~ j ~< r. 
Thus p(wl) < p(Wo) = f(ao) <~ f(al), so that p(wi) ~< f(al) for all wi in the first 
standard block of zo o => ... => wt. Since wi is in the ( j  + 1)st standard block of 
wo~- ' "=>wt ,  1 ~ j<~r ,  if and only if wi is in the j th  standard block of 
wl ~ "'" ~ wt,  it follows that for such wi, we have p(wi) ~< g(fli) ~< f(aj+l). Hence 
wo ~ "'" ~ wt is controlled by (A,f) .  
The preceding lemma gives one necessary and sufficient condition for the existence 
of a standard erivation 
Vl~: t "'" vs~:svs+l = w 1 ~ "" ~ w~ = w 
controlled by some fl(wx)-control function. The next lemma gives another such 
condition. The two conditions together will then be used to describe the productions 
in the grammar G'  we are seeking. 
DEFINITION. Let (B, g) be a B-control function, where B is a fl-chain fi0 ,-.., B~ 
of s-tuples. For each j,  1 ~ j ~ s, let A I~) be the chain ,,~" a <j~ which consists of 
the distinct j th  coordinates of flo ..... fir. (Thus ~ r~ = r.) For each j and each i, 
0 ~< i ~ r~, let i(j) be the smallest integer such that the j - th  coordinate of Bi<~) is 
a~ ~1. For each j ,  1 ~< j ~ s, let ft '} be the function on A~} defined by 
ft~(at')  = g(fl~t~l) -- ~ Bi{~l(J ')'6 ~,~ 
Then (Yl{~},f <~) is said to be determined by (B, g). 
fl~o)O") is the j ' th  coordinate of fl~(~). 
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Since l ri~t~) I ~ g(ri~ts)), ft~(a~ 1) >/O. For i '  ~ i, since g(ri~,(~)) ~ g(ri~(~)) and 
ri~'(~l ~ri~<~), it follows that ft~l(a~))~f~l(a~J~). Furthermore, ft~(a0~il)= 
[ri01 - -~ '~ flo(J) = ato ~. Thus (A<~,f t~) is an aot~Lcontrol function. In case s = 1, 
it is clear that (A<~l,f t~) -= (B, g). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let B be the rio-chain rio ..... rir and let w 1 = vl~ 1 "" v,~v,+ 1be given, 
with s >~ 1, each v i in Z*,  and each ~j in V - -~ .  There exists a standard derivation 
w a ~ ... ~ w t = w of a word w in X* controlled by the ri(wl)-controlfunction (B, g) i f  
and only if w = VlU ~ "" vsu'svs+l for some u' 1 ..... u' s in X* and for each j, 1 ~ j ~ s, 
there exists a standard derivation ~j = wj. o ~ "" ~ w~.tj, with t~ ~ t -- l, controlled 
by the p(~j)-control function (Al~),f <~)) determined by (B, g). 
Proof. Let vl~: 1 ... v~:~v~+ 1 = w 1 ~ .." => wt be a standard erivation of w in 27* 
controlled by the ri(wl)-control function (B,g).  For each i, 1 ~ i ~ t, let 
wi = vlu] i) "" v,u~Vs+l be the induced factorization, with u~ 1) ----- ~, for each k. Let 
w 1 =w,%~'"  :~w, ,~, . . . ,w%_~'" :~w~,  =wt  be the standard blocks of 
wl ~ "'" ~ wt. Thus rii = ri(wm) for each i, 0 ~ i ~ r. For each j, 1 ~< j ~< s, 
let (A t~, f  tj~) be the control function determined by (B, g), A o~ the sequence a~o~,..., a~ ~. 
We use the notation of the preceding definition. Also, let ~s ~- Wj.o ~ "'" ~ wj.t~ = u~ ~ 
be the induced derivation of ~j. ~ " t*~ By the corollary to Theorem 2.4, the standard 
u s 9 
blocks of w 1 ~ "" ~ w, give rise, in an obvious manner, to the standard blocks of 
~. = W~.o :~ -'- :~ w~.~j. Thus A tj~ is defined by w~. 0 ~ -.. ~ w~.tj, and tj ~ t --  1. 
Let j be an integer, 1 ~ j ~ s. Given i, 0 ~ i ~ r~, let i '  be the smallest integer 
such that a~ = p(w~,,,). Since At~ is defined by %,o ~ "'" ~ w~.~, the integer i '  
exists. From the correspondance of the standard blocks, it follows that m~(~l is the 
smallest integer n such that ,,-t~ ~ p(w~,~,) = p(u~ ~) and that %, (  = u~ m~.  Thus, 
for each k, 0 ~k  ~ i ' ,  there exists k', 1 ~k '  ~m~(~), such that w~,~ =u~.~'k 
Since k '~ m~0- ) and w~ ~ ... ~ w, is controlled by (B,g),  it follows that 
p(w~,) ~ g(fl~<~)). Then 
p(%.~) + ~ p(u~. ")) = p(w,.) ~ g(ri,,~)) =f '~ ' (a~' )  + ~ ri,~)(j'). 
Since the derivation wa ~ "" ~ w, is standard, p(uJ, ~')) ~ ri,~)(j') for j' r j. Then 
p(w~,~) <f~)(a~)) .  Hence the induced derivation (~ ~ ." ~ u~ *) - -  u~ is controlled 
by (A~),fo~). 
Consider the converse. For each j ,  | < j<s ,  let ~- : wj. o ~ .-" ~w~,t~ ~u~ 
be a standard derivation controlled by (A~),f~)), where A ~ is the sequence 
a~) ~> We obtain a standard derivation w~ ~ ..- ~ w, as follows. For each k, 0 , " '~  t t r  t 9 
0 ~ k ~ r, there exists a unique j, 1 ~ j ~ s, and unique i, 0 ~ i ~ U,  such that 
k = i(j). Let w 1 ~ "" ~> wt be the standard erivation such that the i( j)-th standard 
block, i( j) ~ 1, corresponds to the Lth standard block of the derivation ~j = 
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ws. 0 ~ "" ~ ws.t~ : u~. To complete the proof, it suffices to show that w 1 => ... ~ wt 
is controlled by (B, g). It is clear (using induction on k for Bk and the definition of 
the derivation w1 ~ .-- => wk) that the fl(Wl)-chain defined by the derivation is B itself. 
Let w 1 = w% ~ ... => win1 ,..., w,, a => "'" ~ w% --  we be the standard blocks of 
wl ~ "'" ~ wt. Thus /3i =/3(w,,,) for each i, 0 ~ i ~ r. Let k and i' be given, 
0 ~ k ~ r and 1 ~ i' ~ mk. By induction on k we now prove that p(w~,) ~ g(flk), 
thereby completing the proof. If k = 0, then mk = 1. The induction is thus started 
since p(wl) = g(fio). Assume k > 0. If i '  ~ ink-l, then, by induction, 
p(w,,) ~ g(fik-~) <~ g(flk). 
Suppose i' > mk-1. There exists a unique j, 1 ~ j ~ s, and unique i, 0 ~ i ~ r s , 
such that k = i ( j ) .  Then w~, = vlu(li') ... v~us(i')v~+ 1 , where-us(i') is in the ith standard 
block of the derivation ~r ~ "" ~> u~, and p(u~i, ')) = fli(s)(j') for j '  ~ j. Since the 
derivation ~d => ... => u'~ is controlled by (A( ' , f ( s ) ) ,  
P(u~ i'') <"- ffS)(a~ s)) = g(fli(~,) - -  Z fl.~)(J')" 
Therefore 
p(w,.) = p(u~"0 + F. p(.~!") ~< g(~,.,) = g(~) 
j '~ j  
and the induction is extended. 
Combining Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we obtain the following main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let w o = ~---~ vl~ 1 ... vsr 1 = w 1 be a production in a weighted 
context-free grammar G - -  (V, Z, P, a, p), with s >~ 1, each vi in Z*,  and each ~ in 
V - -  ~. Given w in Z*  there exists a standard derivation w o ~ w x ~ ... ~ w~ = w 
controlled by a p(r function (A , f )  i f  and only i f  w = VlU ~ ... v~u'sv,+ 1 for 
some u' 1 ..... u" in Z,* and for each j ,  1 ~ j ~ s, there exists a standard derivation 
r ~ "'" ~ u~ , of length < t, controlled by (A( ' , f f J~),  where {(Al ' , f fs ) ) /1  ~ j ~ s} 
is determined by some fl(wa)-control function (B, g) dominated by ( A , f ) .  
4. NONEXPANSIVE GRAMMARS 
In this section we finally prove our main result, namely that every derivation- 
bounded set is context free. The proof will actually show that each derivation-bounded 
set can be generated by a special type of context-free grammar called "nonexpansive." 
From this it will follow that the family of all derivation-bounded sets is a proper 
subfamily of the context-free languages. We also give several characterizations of the 
family of all derivation-bounded s ts. 
In order to prove our main result we need the following technical lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let G ~- (V, Z,, P, ~, p) be a weighted context-free grammar and let h 
be a positive integer. Let S be the set of all pairs (~, (A, f ) ) ,  where ~ is in V -- Z and 
(3 , f )  is a p(~)-control function with f(O) ~ k. Let G '= (V ' ,X ,  P', ~'), where 
V' = ~ LI S u (~'}, c,' being a new symbol, and P'  consists of the following productions. 
(i) g' ---~ (or, A, f ) )  for each (o, (A , f ) )  in S; 
(ii) (~, (A , f ) )  ~ va(~ a , (A~l~,f~x~)) ".. v,(~, , (A~*~,fl'))) v,+x for each production 
--~ vx~ a ... v,~,v,+ 1 in P, where s >/ l, each v i is in 27", each ~ is in V -- ~, and the 
set {(At~),f~))/1 <~ j ~ s} is determined by some Lo(~x) + ... + p(~,)]-control function 
dominated by (A, f ) ;  
(iii) (~, (A , f ) )  --+ v for each production ~ -+ v in P, v in ~*, and each (A , f )  where 
A is the sequence ao = p(~), ax = O. 
Then G' is a context-free grammar and for each (~, (A , f ) )  in S, the set {w in 
27"/(~, (A, f ) )  ~ w in G'} coincides with the set of all w in 2"  for which there exists a 
standard erivation (~ "" => w in G controlled by (A, f ) .  
Proof. Obviously S is finite, so that G '  is context-free. 
We first prove that for each derivation 
(~, (A , f ) )  = w" o =- ... ~ w'~ = w 
in G' of a word w in 27* there exists a standard derivation ~: = w0 :~ "'" ~ w,. ~ w 
in G control led by (A , f ) .  Suppose t = 1. Then w~ = w and ((, (A , f ) )  --~ w is in P ' .  
This  is possible if and only if ~ -+ w is in P and A is the sequence ao = p(~), a a ~ O. 
Since ~ ~ w is a standard derivation control led by (A , f ) ,  the result is valid for t ~ 1. 
Using induction, assume t > 1 and the result valid for derivations of length < t. 
Suppose that (~, (A , f ) )  = w o ~ w~ ~ .'. ~. w', = w is a derivation of length t. 
Then w 0 -~ w' 1 is a production in P ' ,  say, 
(~, (A , f ) )  --~ vl(~l , (Al , f( l )))  "." %(~ , (A l~' , f~)))  v+ 1 = w~, 
with s >~ I since t > 1. By (ii), ~--+Vl~ 1 "'" VS~SVS+ 1 is in P and the set 
{(AO),f~J))/1 ~ j ~ s} is determined by some [P(6) + "'" + p(~:~)]-eontrol function 
dominated by  (A , f ) .  There exist u I .... , u '  s in 2:* such that w = vlu ~ ... v~u'sv~+ 1 and, 
for each j, 1 ~ j ~ s, (~ ,  (Al~),f~J))) ~ ." ~ u~. Since each of these derivations 
has length < t, by induction, for each j ,  1 ~< j ~< s, there exists in G a standard 
derivation ~:~ :~ "" ~ u~ control led by (A~J),f~J)). By Theorem 3.1, there exists a 
standard derivation ~: = wo ~ "'" :~ wt. control led by (A , f ) .  Thus  the induction is 
extended. 
We now prove that for each standard derivation r = w o ~ "" :~ wt = w in G, 
w in X*, control led by (A , f ) ,  (~, (A , f ) )  ~ w in G'. Suppose t = l. Then  ~-+ w is 
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in P and A is the sequence a0 = p(~), a I = 0. Therefore (~:, (A , f ) )  --~ w is in P'. 
Using induction, assume t > 1 and the result is valid for each standard erivation of 
length < t. Let ~ ---- w o ~ ... ~ wt = w be a standard erivation in G, of length t, 
controlled by (A , f ) .  Then ~ --+ w 1 is in P and w a is of the form vl~ a ... v~V~+l ,  
where s>~ 1, each vi is in 27", and each ~:j is in V - -L ' .  By Theorem 3.1, 
w -= vau ~ ... v~u',v~+ 1 for some u~ ..... u'~ in L'* and for each j, 1 ~< j ~< s, there exists 
a standard derivation ~ ~ ... :> u~, of length < t, controlled by (A~J),f~i)), where 
{(A~',fo))/1 ~ j <~ s} is determined by some [P(~:I) + "'" + p(~:s)]-control function 
dominated by (A , f ) .  By induction, (~ ,  (A~J~,f~ L u~ in G' for each j, 1 ~< j ~ s. 
By (ii), 
(~, (A , f ) )  ~ Vl(~l , (A(l),f(1))) "'" vs(~s, (A('),f("))) vs+a 
is in P'. Thus 
(~, (A , f ) )  ~ v1(~1 , (A~l),f~l~)) ." vs(~ , (A~s),f~))) V~+l 
t 
:~ VlU ~ . ' -  VsUsVs+ 1
completing the induction and the lemma. 
We are now ready for the proof of the main result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Every derivation-bounded set is context flee, that is, L~(G) is a 
context-free language for every phrase-structure grammar G and every positive k. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1, there exists a weighted context-free grammar 
G' = (V ' ,Z ,P ' ,o ' ,p ' )  
such that Lx(G) = Lk(G'). Let G" be the context-free grammar defined in Lemma 4.1 
by means of G' and k. From the definition of G", L(G") is the set of all words w in 27* 
for which there exists a standard derivation ~' ~ ... =~ w in G' controlled by some 
p'(a')-control function (A , f )  with f (0)~< k. This set coincides with Lk(G') by 
Theorem 2.1, since every standard derivation 6' =~ .-. =~ w which is k-bounded is 
controlled by some p'(cr')-control function (A , f )  with f (0 )~ k. Therefore 
Lk(G) = L(G"), so that L~(G) is context free. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 for the special case of context-free grammars i equivalent 
to the argument for weighted context-free grammars in which the weight of every 
variable is one. The demonstration for this special case is much simpler than that for 
the general case since it does not require the machinery of control functions developed 
in Section 3. 
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Observe that the family of ultralinear languages is a subfamily of the family of 
derivation-bounded languages, 7 and as noted in section one, the inclusion is proper. 
In fact, it is undecidable whether or not a derivation-bounded language is ultralinear. 
(For let U be the family of ultralinear languages over an alphabet Z containing at 
least two elements and let c be a new symbol. It follows from Theorem 4.2 below 
that {(Lc)*/L in U) is a family of derivation-bounded languages. By the proof of 
Theorem 4.2.2 in [3], it is undecidable whether or not an arbitrary L in U is regular. 
It is shown in [5] that for an arbitrary context-free language L C_ Z*, thus for L in U, 
(Lc)* is ultralinear if and only ifL is regular. Thus forL in U, it is undecidable whether 
or not (Lc)*, which is derivation bounded, is ultralinear.) In the balance of this paper, 
we shall study characterizations and properties of derivation-bounded languages. 
We now introduce a special class of grammars which characterize the derivation- 
bounded languages. These grammars have also been considered by Yntema [10] in 
her investigation of "standard matching-choice s ts." 
DEFINITION. A context-free grammar G = (V, 27, P, a) is called nonexpansive, i L 
for every ~: in V -- Z and w in V*, ~ ~ w implies w does not contain two occurrences 
of ~. 
LEMMA 4.2. For each derivation-bounded language L there exists a nonexpansive 
context-free grammar G' such that L = L(G'). 
Proof. Since L is derivation bounded, L = Lk(G) for some weighted context-free 
grammar G ~ (V, Z, P, or, p). Let G' = (V', Z, P', a') be the context-free grammar 
defined in Lemma 4. I. It suffices to prove that G' is nonexpansive. 
Let p' be the function on V' -- Z defined by p'(a') = k and p'((~, (A,f))) =f(O) 
for each (~, (A,f)) in V'. Since f(0) ~ p(~:) > 0, p' is a function from V' -- Z to  the 
positive integers. Thus (V', Z, P' ,  a', p') is a weighted context-free grammar. To 
prove G' nonexpansive, it suffices to show that if ~:' ~- w o =~ ... ~ w~ = w is an 
arbitrary derivation in G', where ~' is in V' --  Z and w is in V'*, then w can contain 
no variables of weight > p'(~') and at most one variable of weight p'(~:'). Since the 
only productions involving a' are of the form a'---~ (a, (A,f)), there is no loss in 
assuming ~:' ~ a', i.e., there is no loss in assuming ~' is of the form (~, (A,f)). 
Suppose t = 1. Then the derivation is ~:' :~ w~ = w. Either w~ is in Z*, in which 
case the result is true, or else w~ = Vl(~a , (AI1},fll)))-'-vs(~:~, (A{~},f~l)), where 
s ~ 1, each vi is in Z*, and {(AU),fu))/1 ~ j ~ s} is determined by a control function 
(B, g) dominated by (A,f). In the latter case, g(0) ~ f(0) = p'((~, (A,f))). Now for 
each j and i, I ~ j ~ s and 0 ~ i ~ rj, fln(a~J~) = g(fiiO)) --Zi'~J[3i~)(J') 9Thus 
Since the derivation-bounded sets are now known to be context-free languages, we call 
them derivation-bounded languages. 
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there exists some Jo, 
J~ Jo ,  
1 ~ j0 ~ s, such that f(J0}(O) = g(O) --  Z~'r 0 = g(O). For 
f(J)(O) = fO)(a~?) 
= g(fl~jO)) -- ~ fl~(J)(J') 
j '  v~j 
<~ g(O) -- ~_, fl,j(j)(j') 
j" :/: j 
<~ g(O) -- flrj(j)(jo) 
< g(O). 
Thus P'(60, (A(r176176 ~< P'(~') and, for J~/:Jo, P'(~J, (A(Jl,fr < P'(~'). 
Therefore the result is true in this case. Continuing by induction, suppose the result 
is true for all derivations of length < t, t > 1. Consider ~' =Wo=~' ".. =~w t' =w 
in G'. By induction, w't_ 1 can contain no variable of weight > p'(~:'), and at most one 
variable of weight p'(~:'). Now w' t is obtained by applying a production v' --~ z' to a 
variable v' in w~_ 1 . By induction, z' can contain no variable of weight > p(v'), thus 
none of weight > p'(~') >/p'(v'), and can contain at most one variable of weight 
p'(u') ~ p'(~:'). Thus w~ = w can contain no variable of weight > p'(~') and at most 
one variable of weight p'(~:'). Hence the induction is extended and the proof is complete. 
Remark. It was shown in [10] that there exist context-free languages generated by 
no nonexpansive grammar. [In fact, the setL _C {a, b}* of all words w with the following 
two properties is such a language: (i) the number of occurrences of a in w equals the 
number of occurrences of b in w; and (ii) for each initial subword w' of w, the number 
of occurrences of a in w' is greater than or equal to the number of occurrences of b 
in w'.] From Lemma 4.2 it follows that the family of derivation-bounded languages 
is a proper subfamily of the family of context-free languages. 
We now present several characterizations of derivation-bounded languages. 
THEOREM 4.2. Given a set L _C Z*, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) L is a derivation-bounded language; 
(2) L = L( G) for some nonexpansive context-free grammar G; 
(3) L belongs to the smallest family of sets containing all the linear languages and 
closed under arbitrary substitution of sets in the family for letters; 
(4) L = L( G) = Lk( G) for some context-free grammar G and some positive integer k. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, (1) ~ (2). The implication (4) =~ (1) is trivial. Thus there 
only remain proofs of (2) =~ (3) and (3) =~ (4). Let ~ and ~4 be the families satisfying 
conditions (3) and (4), respectively. 
Consider (2) ~ (3). We shall prove that L(G) is in L~~ for each nonexpansive 
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context-free grammar G = (V, X, P, ~). To this end, suppose that V - -  s contains 
just one element, i.e., just a. Since G is nonexpansive, it is linear. Thus L(G) is in .oC~ 3 .
Continuing by induction assume that V - -  s contains n > 1 elements and that the 
result is valid for all nonexpansive grammars with < n variables. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that G is reduced, s (For otherwise, as noted in [2; 3], 
there exists a reduced grammar G = (17, I ,  P, ~), with V _C V and P C P, such that 
L(G) = L(G). Clearly G is also nonexpansive.) Let H C V - -  I be the set of all 
variables r such that ~ ~ UlWU2 for some u 1 and u2 in V*. Obviously cr is in H. Let 
G' = (V, X', P', ~), where X' = V-  H and P '  consists of all productions ~:--~ w 
in P such that ~ is in H. Since G is nonexpansive, G' is a linear grammar. (For suppose 
otherwise. Then exists a production ~:-+ ulylu2),2ua, where ~:, Yl, and ~'2 are in H 
and u 1 , u s , and u s are in V*. Since Yx and ~'s are in H and G is reduced, there exist 
u4, u4, us, us, ue, u6, uT, and ff T in V* such that Yl ~" u4ou5 ~ 124~ff5 and 
72 ~ U60"~7 ~ U6~/~7 " Then ~ ~ ulf~4~1~sU2U6~f~7u3, contradicting G being nonexpan- 
sive.) If  H = V- -27,  then G - -  G' is linear, so that L(G) is in ~?3. Suppose 
H :J: V - -  l ,  so that 1 _C I ' ,  27' - -  Z' :?& ~, and P - -  P '  :?~ ~. For each ~ in 27' - -  27 
let G e = (S' ,  27, P - -  P ' ,  ~:). Then Gr is a nonexpansive grammar with fewer than 
n variables. (Note that if v ~ uxyu 2 is in P - -  P '  for some y in H, then y ~ u3o~ 4 for 
some u 3 and u 4 . Thus v =~ glUaO-g4g2 , SO that v is in H, a contradiction. Hence, each 
production in P -  P '  involves only symbols in 27', so that G e is a context-free 
grammar. Since G is nonexpansive and P -- P' C_ P, G e is nonexpansive. Since cr is 
not in l ' ,  Ge has fewer than n variables.) ThereforeL(Ge) is in ~a 3by induction. Since 
each finite set is a linear language, {a} is in -s for each a in 2:. Let r be the substitution 
mapping defined by r(a) = {a} for each a in 27, and r(~) = L(Ge) for each ~: in H. 
Obviously L(G) = ~-(L(G')). Thus L(G) is in .L~~ so that (2) ~ (3). 
Consider (3) ~ (4). Obviously it suffices to prove ~'~ s_C ~.  Since ~ contains 
every linear language, it therefore suffices to show that ~ is closed under arbitrary 
substitution of sets in ~ for letters. Assume that L is in ~ and that T is a substitution 
of sets in *LP 4 for letters. Thus, for each a in X, ~-(a) _C 27* is in .LP 4 . Then there exists a 
context-free grammar G = (V, X, P, or) such that L =L(G)=Lk(G)  for some 
k >~ 1. Also, for each a in X, there exists a context-free grammar Ga = (V~, 27~, P~, o~) 
such that T(a) = L(Ga) = Lk~(Ga ) for some k~ >~ 1. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that (V~-  27~)c3 V = ~ and (V~-  27a)~ (V~-  Z'b) = ~ for all 
a and b in 27, a ~ b. Let h be the homomorphism on V* defined by h(~) = 
for ~: in V - - I  and h(a)=Oa for a in X. Let G '=(V ' ,27 ' ,P ' ,a ) ,  where 
V' = V t3 Uat~r V~ , X' = U~ln,v 27a, and 
P' = U P, u {~ -,. h(z)/r ~ z in P}. 
alrl I  
s A context-free grammar G = ( V, l ,  P, a) is said to be reduced if for each variable ~, (i) there 
exist u and v in V* such that e :~ u~v, and (ii) there exists w in I*  such that ~ ~- w. 
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Clearly G' is a context-free grammar such that r(L) = L(G'). Let 
m = max{I z j/~ ~ z in P}, m' = max{ka/a in Z}, and n = mm' + k. 
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that L(G') = Ln(G'). 
Clearly L,(G')C~L(G'). To see the reverse containment, let w' be in L(G'). Then 
there exists w in L(G) such that ~(w)= w'. Since L(G)= Lk(G), there exists a 
derivation cr =~ ... ~ w in G which is k-bounded. Then o = h(o)~ . . .~  h(w) 
in G' is k-bounded. For each a in Z~, L(G~) = Lka(G~). Thus, for each word u in 
L(G~), a in Z, there exists a ka-bounded erivation ~a :> u in Ga, thus in G'. These 
derivations give rise, in the obvious manner, to a derivation 
O- zz> . . .  => W :z~ . . .  z::> gO t (*) 
in G'. Rearrange the application of the productions used in ( .)  so that whenever a 
symbol in {~a/a in Z} is introduced by some production in P = {~: --~ h(z)/r -+ z in P}, 
no other production of P is applied until all occurrences of elements in {~a/a in Z)  have 
been replaced by words in 0~ L(G~). This yields a new derivation ~ =~ ..- =~ w' in G'. 
Each word in the new derivation can contain at most m occurrences of symbols in 
{o~/a in Z), and therefore at most ram' occurrences of symbols in [3~ (Va-  Z~). 
Since each word in the new derivation has at most k occurrences of symbols in V' -- Z', 
the new derivation is (mm' + k)-bounded. Thus L(G') = Ln(G' ) and the proof is 
complete. 
Remarks. (1) The proof that the family of context-free languages is closed under 
intersection with regular sets [2; 3] can be readily adopted to show that the family 
of languages generated by nonexpansive grammars, thus the family of derivation- 
bounded languages, is closed under intersection with regular sets. Since this family 
is closed under substitution, it follows from a result in [8] that it is an abstract family 
of languages (AFL) as defined in [4] which is closed under arbitrary homomorphism, 
i.e., is a full AFL. 
(2) It is shown in [7] that for any AFL  ~ properly contained in the context-free 
languages, it is undecidable whether a context-free language belongs to ~.  Thus it is 
undecidable whether a context-free language is derivation bounded. 
(3) It can be shown that any AFL closed under arbitrary substitution and con- 
taining the context-free language L ~- {WWR/W in {a, b)*} contains all linear, hence all 
derivation-bounded, languages. Therefore the family of derivation-bounded languages 
is the smallest AFL  closed under substitution and containing L. 
(4) The smallest family of languages closed under substitution and containing 
the linear languages has been discussed from an algebraic point of view in [9; Chap. 6]. 
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